Aligning Process to Values

Transitioning to Canvas
1. We will pose three discussion questions about change initiatives
2. We want to hear from you, so please raise your (real or virtual) hand to respond
3. We will discuss our transition to Canvas as an example of a change initiative
What is one change initiative that you are currently (or have been recently) involved with at your institution?
OLC’s Transition to Canvas
Discussion Question 2

How will you (or how did you) determine the success of your initiative?

Go to
www.menti.com

Enter the code
9445 0066

Or use QR code
Canvas Advisory Group

- Internal OLC and external community members
- Survey on “Characteristics of Exemplary Digital Learning Experiences”
- Collaborative document outlining project mission, vision, values
- Debrief meeting to inform charter
Canvas Advisory Group

Mission = what we do

Vision = what we seek to achieve

Values = what we believe in, and how we live our values
Discussion Question 3

How do (or how did) your goals and values inform your process?

Go to

www.menti.com

Enter the code
9445 0066

Or use QR code
Connecting Project Values to Migration

**EDUCATING**
We engage our community in exploring, designing, assessing, and sharing examples of quality online, blended and digital learning

**ENGAGING**
We design learning experiences that are intentionally built in interactive, multimodal formats with the goal of fostering active learning and community building

**CENTERING**
We collect and share models for digital learning that center diversity, equity, and inclusion in the design, development, facilitation, and continuous improvement process
INNOVATING
We demonstrate innovative applications of course design, curriculum development, instructional technology, and student support within online, blended and digital learning environments.

IMPROVING
We model data-driven decision-making as a process of continuous improvement of our professional learning, prioritizing enhancements by need and in relation to established values.
Parting Thoughts

- Identify your stakeholders and engage with them early
- Focus first on values, then on process and tasks
- Communicate progress with stakeholders
Evaluate Sessions and Win!

- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen
  - Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per person per session) = one contest entry. **Five (5) $25 gift cards** will be awarded.